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NFLEET APP - INTRODUCTION
NFleet App is a simple, stand-alone tool for making transportation plans. It provides a graphical user interface for visualization and
editing the transportation tasks and the plan. NFleet may be used for transport planning, however, it does not contain all the functionality of a full transportation management system (TMS). For this, NFleet has been integrated to existing systems. See our developer pages for more information on integration. Note that the use of optimization functionality requires monthly subscription.
See our pricing page for more details.

What is NFleet?

What does NFleet support?

NFleet is a cloud service (SaaS, software as a service) which is accessed through an API in the internet for transportation planning.
The NFleet App is a user interface on a web browser which utilizes the API and the optimization service behind the API. It is designed to support the design and testing of NFleet and it supports studying of practical transportation planning problems.

Supported transportation areas are (and not limited to) package
transportation, material and liquids transportation, and people
transportation.

Therefore NFleet App is a simple, stand-alone tool. The App
takes an Excel file as an input and returns the results in a Excel
file. In addition the tool provides a graphical user interface for
visualization and editing purposes.
The input Excel file holds the original order and vehicle data.
During the use, the data in the system can be saved in an another
Excel file. The new file contains spreadsheets displaying:
edited (if changed) order data (such as changes in addresses,
time windows),
vehicle list with characteristics for each vehicle,
loading compatibility rules and other constraints for planning, and
optimization results - routes, schedules, and metrics.

Thus the NFleet optimisation process finds an optimal solution
to a problem where a number of transportation orders need to
be assigned to cars in a fleet of many vehicles in such a way that
the resulting routes for all the vehicles are as efficient as possible.
As input the optimization reads the individual transportation orders, the characteristics of the fleet of vehicles, and rules which
need to be followed. The optimization results are made of loadi ng
instructions per vehicle, and routes and driving schedules for the
vehicles.
The transportation planning takes place on a road network, and
the the map data used is provided by OpenStreetMap.
The current version of the NFleet App supports strategic planning. That is, one-time creation of a holistic transportation plan
where as many orders are placed on vehicles as possible, and the
vehicle routes are designed. The App supports also generic transportation planning and allows the creation of different scenarios
and compari sons.

DETAILED USER GUIDE
This guide describes the basic use of the NFleet App. NFleet is used to create transportation plans using optimization. The App accepts data regarding vehicles, tasks and depots and produces efficient transportation plans by assigning the tasks to the vehicles.
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ACCESS AND LOGIN
The NFleet App can be found at app.nfleet.fi.
As a user, you can use NFleet App anonymously: select "Try
NFleet". The data you create and use will not be stored after the
session.
You can also create an account. By creating an account and signing in with it later, the previously created case data can be accessed and used. After signing in, the home view shows the list of
previous cases. You can access them by clicking either map or list
icons. The cases can be renamed by clicking the case name and
typing the new name. You can return to the list of cases by clicking "NFleet" on the left top corner. If you no longer wish to store
a case, you can delete it by ticking the box on the left side of the
case and clicking "Delete". In case you forget your password, go
to login. Click "Forgot your password?" and follow the instructions.
The NFleet Test App can be used on several parallel windows
and tabs simultaneously. This allows utilization of parallel optimization executions and visual compari sons of the results.

CREATING A NEW TRANSPORTATION PLAN
On the front page, an empty Excel template can be downloaded. The Excel file contains three sheets: Vehicles, Tasks and Depots. The
data in the sheets are explained in the text below. It is important to mention that every field needs to contain data. Use "(no)" to designate unavailable data.
For more information about the file format, please see Headers.

Vehicles

Tasks

Fill in the data carefully, either using text or plain numbers as
Excel data format.

For notation rules see above the notes for vehicles.

Vehicle name / registration number - use a descriptive
name, e.g. license number of the used vehicle. Do not use
empty spaces in the name.
Type of vehicle - for defining possible incompatibilities denote a vehicle class of your own choice (typically "car",
"truck", "van" etc.). You can use alphabets, numbers, dash
and underscore in the name.
Info 1 - a text field for own notes
Capacity 1 / Capacity 2 / Capacity 3 - Up to three parallel
capacities can be used, e.g. maximum number of carts, maximum weight of the cargo, maximum volume. The units need
to be in full integers - use multiplied number if necessary
(e.g. not 2.34 but 234). These need to be comparable to the
capacities defined within the tasks.
Speed profile - The maximum speed allowed for the vehicle.
Format: "Max__Kmh", e.g. "Max80Kmh". You can choose
from five options: 40, 60, 80, 100 or 120 km/h.
Speed coefficient - Use values below 1 to reduce the average speed of the vehicle. You can find the table of effective
speeds from the application in the "Settings" sidebar.
Please note that currently we only support one speed profile and
speed coefficient per plan.
Fixed cost (in Euro) - The fixed cost for a vehicle that occurs
when taken into use (has assigned tasks).
Cost € / km - The cost for a vehicle per driven kilometer.
Cost € / hour - The cost for a vehicle per hour in use.
Maximal driving time (h) - The maximum time allowed for
the vehicle to be driven in this plan. This only consists of the
time the vehicle is being driven. As a default, this column is
hidden. To unhide the column, select the columns K and N,
right click and select "unhide".
Maximal working time (h) - The maximum time allowed for
the vehicle to be used. Consists of the driving time, loadi ng
and unloading and waiting. As a default, this column is hidden. To unhide the column, select the columns K and N, right
click and select "unhide".
For Vehicle Pickup
Address - Street name and house number. If coordinates are
preset this can be set to "(no)". If you do not know the exact
street address, you can use "(no)" if there is either a postal
code or a city defined.
Postal code - Postal code of the location.
City - Name of the city of the location. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".
Country - Name of the country. Note that the app currently
accepts addresses or coordinates in Finland, Germany and
Norway. Additionally, Czech Republic is supported but only
with coordinates. If coordinates are preset this can be set to
"(no)". Attention! The country name needs to be written in
English.
Coordinate (Latitude (N-S)) - Location coordinate in WGS
84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is present. A file
downloaded after the optimization contains coordinates in
addition to the address.

Order ID / description - use a descriptive ID, for your own
reference.
Info 1 / Info 2 / Info 3 / Info 4 - text fields for own notes.
Amount (in units of capacity 1) / Amount (in units of capacity 2) / Amount (in units of capacity 3) - e.g. no. of carts,
total weight of the task (order), total volume of the task
(order).
Task priority - The relative importance for the task. The optimization normally tends to pick up bigger tasks in capacity.
However, by giving tasks priority values the smaller tasks
can be considered more important.
Task Pickup
Address, Postal code, City, Country - for where the task
(order) is to be collected from. Changes to "(no)" if graphically edited in map view. If coordinates are preset these can
be set to "(no)".
Coordinate (Latitude (N-S)), Coordinate (Longitude (W-E))
- optional data, downloaded results will contain the coordinate points.
Service time (in minutes) - time reserved for loading the
order at the pickup location (per one order).
Stopping time (in minutes) - time reserved for arriving and
leaving the location (for example time needed for parki ng
the vehicle). Used only once when multiple pickups are consecutively in the same location.
Start of time window - earliest allowed time to arrive at the
location. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm (in text format)
End of time window - latest allowed time to arrive at the
location.
Task Delivery
Address, Postal code, City, Country, Coordinate (Latitude
(N-S)), Coordinate (Longitude (W-E)) - for where the task
(order) is to be delivered to.
Service time (in minutes) - time reserved for delivering the
order at the delivery location (per one order).
Stopping time (in minutes) - time reserved for arriving and
leaving the location (for example time needed for parki ng
the vehicle). Used only once when multiple deliveries are
consecutively in the same location.
Start of time window - earliest allowed time to arrive at the
location.
End of time window - latest allowed time to arrive at the
location.
Incompatible vehicle types - vehicle types that are not suitable for delivering this order. In such a case the vehicle types
need to be specified beforehand (see "vehicle" section
above) within the "Type of Vehicle" column in the vehicle
sheet. Use comma to separate the types if more than one incompatible types exist.
Compatible vehicle types - the only vehicle types that are
suitable for delivering the order. This excludes all the other
vehicle types for this order in the optimization. Use comma
to separate the types if more than one compatible types
exist.
NOTE! For a single order you can only use either "Incompatible

Coordinate (Longitude (W-E)) - Coordinate in WGS 84
format, as with latitude.
For Vehicle Delivery
Address, Postal code, City, Country, Coordinate (Latitude
(N-S)), Coordinate (Longitude (W-E)) as in vehicle pickup.
Vehicle availability
Start of Time Window - Earliest time when the vehicle can
be picked up for use in the pickup address. Format: dd.mm.
yyyy hh:mm (in text format)
End of Time Window - Latest time when the vehicle can be
returned to the delivery address. Format: dd.mm.yyyy
hh:mm (in text format)
Activity state - The activity state of a vehicle tells if the
vehicle is allowed to be used in the optimization. Inactive
vehicles are displayed on the map with grey markers, but no
tasks will be given to them. Use values "Active", "Inactive" or
"(no)". "(no)" means that the vehicle is active. If the vehicle
has been made inactive in the application, the downloaded
file will indicate this.
Can be relocated? - Type "End" if the vehicle can be delivered to any vehicle delivery address. Otherwise type "
(no)" or "None". This functionality is used when there are
multiple depots and it is possible to choose an alternative
delivery depot, if it allows more efficient routes. Note! In
case you have defined depots in the excel, the alternative addresses used are the depots' locations.
Pickup confidence - After optimization in the downloaded
file, this number tells, how successful was the geocoding of
the pickup location.
Delivery confidence - After optimization in the downloaded
file, this number tells, how successful was the geocoding of
the delivery location.
Changed columns - After optimization in the downloaded
file, this points out the possible changes made in the web application.

vehicle types" or "Compatible vehicle types", but not both simultaneously. Use Incompatible vehicle types when there is only one
or few vehicle types unsuitable for delivering the task. Use Compatible vehicle types when there is only one or few vehicle types
which are suitable for the specific order.
Incompatible depot types - The depot types which are not
compatible with this task (either pickup or delivery). In such
a case the depot types need to be specified beforehand (see
"depot" section) within the "Type of depot" column in the
depot sheet. Use comma to separate the types (if more than
one).
Compatible depot types - The only depot types which are
compatible with this task (either pickup or delivery). This excludes all other depot types for this task in the optimization.
This cannot be used simultaneously with "incompatible
depot types". Use comma to separate the types (if more than
one).
NOTE! For a single order you can only use either incompatibilities or compatibilities.
Activity state - The activity state of a task tells if the task is
taken into the optimization. Inactive tasks are shown on the
map with grey markers, but will not be placed on any route.
Use values "Active", "Inactive" or "(no)". "(no)" means that
the task is active. If a task has been made inactive in the application, the downloaded file will indicate this.
Can be relocated? - Type "Pickup" if an alternative depot
can be used for the order pickup. The locations of the alternative depots used are taken from the vehicle delivery addresses. Type "Delivery" if an alternative depot can be used
for the order pickup. If neither is allowed, type "(no)" or
"None". NOTE! "Pickup" and "Delivery" values cannot be
used simultaneously in a same file.
NOTE! If depots are defined in the depot sheet, the depot addresses will work as the alternative locations.
Previous plan
After optimization, when the Excel file is downloaded from
NFleet, the resulting plan is listed in these columns. This data can
also be input in the initial upload file, e.g. data from existing regular routes.
Vehicle ID/ Name - The "Vehicle name / reg istration number" of the vehicle which serves this task. NOTE! In previous
version of the app the "Vehicle ID/Name" was the sequence
number of the vehicle. This means that old Excel files do not
work in the app without modifications.
Sequence number of pickup / delivery - These will form an
order how points are visited, for the vehicle in question. The
vehicle ID must be stated explicitly. The same number can be
used for two (or more) task events to state that these must
be picked up next to each other, but their chronological
order is then not fixed.
Is locked? - The task pickup and delivery can be locked to its
position. The accepted values are "(no)", "Pickup", "Both" and
"vehicle". The corresponding sequence number and vehicle
ID must be defined. The status of "is locked" means that the
optimization process does not take those locked task events
into account, except if "vehicle" is used.
If e.g. the last locked task event has the sequence number 7,
all the task events having the sequence number 7 or below
are also considered locked. This can be used to freeze the
optimized plan up until some desi gnated point in time, so
that running the optimization again will not change the plan
for these locked task events.
Using "vehicle" will set the tasks to the vehicle, but gives the optimization the freedom to decide the optimal order and add tasks
even in between the locked tasks.
Actual time of pickup / delivery - The pickup and/or delivery can have an explicitly set arrival time. This will lock the
task event to the vehicle AND set its arrival time to be as
specified. (Attention! Setting vehicle time to be in conflict
with other set vehicle times (for example, arrival times in
wrong order compared to sequence) can cause unexpected
behaviour). The vehicle ID and the sequence number(s) must
be stated explicitly. Format: dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm
Pickup confidence, delivery confidence, changed columns same as in the vehicle sheet.

Depots
For notation rules see above the notes for vehicles.

Depot name - The name of the depot. Use a descriptive name for your own reference.
Depot type - The type of depot - for defining possible incompatibilities denote a depot type of your own choice. When naming the
types you can use alphabets, numbers, dash and underscore. Do not use any other characters (e.g. space).
Info 1 - A text field for own notes
Capacity 1 / Capacity 2 / Capacity 3 - Up to three parallel capacities can be used, e.g. maximum number of carts, maximum
weight, maximum volume. The units need to be in full integers - use multiplied number if necessary (e.g. not 2.34 but 234). These
need to be comparable to the capacities defined within the tasks and vehicles.
Address - The street name and house number of the depot. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".
Postal code - The postal code of the depot. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".
City - The city in which the depot is located. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)".
Country - The country in which the depot is located. If coordinates are preset this can be set to "(no)". Attention! The country
name needs to be written in English.
Coordinate (Latitude (N-S)) - Latitude coordinate of the depot in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is present. A file
downloaded after the optimization contains coordinates in addition to the address.
Coordinate (Longitude (W-E)) - Longitude coordinate of the depot in WGS 84 format, optional "(no)" if address data is present. A
file downloaded after the optimization contains coordinates in addition to the address.
Stopping time (in minutes) - Stopping time at this depot. If the stopping time of a task and depot stopping time are not equal, the
larger value will be used in the optimization.
Confidence - After optimization in the downloaded file, this number tells, how successful was the geocoding of the location.
Changed columns - After optimization in the downloaded file, this returns the headers of the columns which were changed in the
application.
Resolution - After optimization in the downloaded file, this tells, how the geocoding was made.

UPLOADING THE TRANSPORTATION PLAN TO THE
NFLEET APP
Upload the Excel data file by choosing "Import case" after signi ng
in or "Try NFleet" in the home view if you do not want to create
an account. You can alternatively upload the vehicles, tasks and
depots in separate CSV or a TXT files in the correct format.
For more information about the file format, please see Headers.
After uploading, please check that the uploaded data has been
accepted by NFleet. Use the "List" view and check "Vehicles",
"Tasks" and "Depots". The list view of vehicles shows the vehicle
names, types, capacities, costs and time windows along with the
addresses and coordinates of the start and end locations. The list
of tasks shows the task name, amount (capacities) along with
pickup and delivery addresses, service times, stopping times and
time windows. The list of depots shows the depot names, infos,
types, capacities and locations. You can check the individual locations on the map by clicking "Map" in the list view.
A red highlight in listed data marks a problem within the data.
The most typical problem is an address which the system has not
recognized. In Finland these addresses are placed north of Åland,
in Germany to the northwest coast and in Norway to the south
coast. The tasks with unrecognized locations are marked with a
question mark.

EDITING DATA
The data can be corrected and edited in general in the original
Excel file and then re-loaded, or in the map view of the app. In the
map view, an unrecognized or an uncertain address is marked
with an orange question mark marker. You can select to display
only the uncertain and unrecognized addresses via the layers
button on top left corner of the map view. (See "Visualizing optimized results")
A vehicle start and end location is marked with a colored marker.
An unplanned pickup or delivery point of a task is marked with a
red marker. Arrow up desi gnates a pick-up, arrow down a delivery.

A spelling error in the address caused an issue in the geocoding and
marked the delivery point as an unrecognized address. Clicking the
marker opens the sidebar which states what was the problem in the
geocoding and gives a confidence number for the location. The confidence number tells how reliable the result is.
In this case the delivery point was placed in the correct location and
only a confirmation by saving is needed.

When a number of points is located at the same address or very

near by, the points are marked with a circle symbol showing the
number of collated points. The color of the circle denotes the
volume of the collated points.

When a circle of collated points is clicked, the view zooms first in
and with a second click the collated points are shown as grouped,
but individual points. Clicking a vehicle marker opens a sidebar
on the right, where selected characteristics of the vehicle can be
edited.

Placing the cursor on a marker displays a pop-up with the key
data of the that specific point. The orange circle around the point
indicates that it is a delivery point; the green circle shows the location of the corresponding pickup. Clicking the point opens a
sidebar on the right, where selected characteristics of the point
can be edited.

EDITING WITH THE SIDEBAR
The sidebar is a powerful editor that contains common editing functionality for the plan elements: tasks, vehicles, depots and routes.

Getting started

Editing routes

To edit with the sidebar, click any supported resource, task,
vehicle or route, in the map view. Clicking the task loads the resource and opens the sidebar shortly.

To edit a route, click a route. This will open the route in the sidebar displaying all the tasks in a list view.

The sidebar is visible on the right.

Common functionality

The top section of the sidebar displays key performance indica tors regarding the selected route, as well as the vehicle to which the route is
assigned to and its color on the map. Click "map" to view the route individually on the map. From the List view you can find more data regarding the route.

Selecting route events
The sidebar has always four buttons on its top left corner. The
above image shows the buttons. These buttons work universally
across all resources. From top to bottom, these buttons are:
Hide, to hide the sidebar (clicking a resource brings it back).
Refresh, to refresh the resource, discarding all changes.
Save, to save the current resource, e.g. a task or a new
route.
Focus, which moves the map to this resource. With tasks, it
takes you to the task event; with routes, it takes you to the
start of the route.

Modifying tasks
The user interface supports different task editing functions. You
can:
change addresses,
modify capacities,
set different time windows and modify the service time and
stopping time, and
modify the task priority

Changing task addresses
To change an address, the first element of the sidebar shows you
a text box where you can input a new address. Typing the address and the address database will help you search the correct
place.

You can select one item in the list by clicking it and in order to select multiple items press the Control key at the same time. To
view more information about a single task or to modify it, click "i"
next to the little chevrons (arrows) to open the task sidebar.
Note: when you click on a route event, you will see that the list
view selects its corresponding pickup or delivery to ensure that
task events are not moved individually.

Moving and removing events from vehicles
The address interface shows the address as well as coordinates.

Clicking the "move to" button (pictured above) will allow you to
move selected route events to another vehicle. Clicking "remove
from" will remove the route events from this vehicle.
Once you are sati sfied with the changes, click "save" to effect
your changes.

Rearranging items
While searching for "Jyväskyläntie" in Kaustinen, Finland, the user
began typing "Jyväskylä" to find the requested location but it found
the wrong city: Kangasniemi.

Editing the order of the tasks in the route can be done in two different ways: drag-and-drop the route events up or down or use
the little chevrons (arrows) to move an event up or down by one
step. Deliveries can be moved all the way down and pickups all
the way up by holding shift when pressing the chevron.

Typing the start of the correct city found the correct address.

After clicking enter, the marker is moved to the right place and left
yellow and spinning. This means that the movement is unconfirmed
and needs to be saved to be correctly confirmed as the new location.

The chevrons let you move the route events up or down. The display of
the chevrons is dependent on whether the operation is allowed or not.
Above, task #4 cannot be moved down because its delivery is directly
beneath it, and similarly task #5 cannot be moved up because its
pickup precedes it.
You can also rearrange the task event by dragging and dropping. A red
line will indicate the allowed range of task placement

The marker placement is confirmed by saving and the marker becomes red, as shown below.
The red line indicates that tasks cannot be moved (depending where
the dragged route event is coming from) to occur before task event
#4. The green and orange colored bars on the left are used to link two
corresponding route events (green= pickup, orange = delivery).

Saving the route

Modifying task priority
You can modify the task priority by entering the desired value to
the field, and clicking "save". Note that a higher value means
higher priority.

When you move certain tasks to other vehicles or rearrange the
route events, the route is redrawn using straight lines within the
map view to better illustrate the changes. Once you are sati sfied
with the task event arrangements, click "save" to effect your
changes. The app will now recalculate the routes based on the requested changes and adjust the service times.
Dealing with infeasible routes

Modifying task capacities
To modify the capacities, choose the right number for all three
capacity options using the controls, and click "save".

After (re-) movi ng or rearranging events the route might become
infeasible. This can mean various things:
the event time windows can no longer be met on time
the capacities are exceeded
the route event is assigned to a vehicle it is incompatible
with
Infeasibility is indicated in various ways: at the top, below the
vehicle name, the infeasibility is indicated along with a count of
infeasible items. For individual events, in case a route event turns
out to be infeasible, it will be marked red and its name is preceded by a warning symbol .

Modifying time windows and service times
To modify time windows, enter a new value to the field. The data
format is yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm.
In order to modify the service and stopping times, the controls
behave the same way as within the capacities - they only permit
numerical data. The data format is hh:mm:ss.

Above, tasks #8, #9 and #10 are marked as infeasible.

Editing vehicles
You can edit vehicle data by clicking on a vehicle marker on the
map. You can edit:

Corresponding event

Start and end locations

You can access the corresponding pickup or delivery from the
bottom of the sidebar. Pressing "edit" will open sidebar for that
event; "show" centers the map to that location.

Capacities
Time windows and work hours
Costs
The functionality is the same as with tasks. Note that decimal
separator needs to be a dot.

Editing depots
Moving a task to a vehicle
Clicking the "move to" button allows you to choose a vehicle to
move the task to. Once you have selected the task event, it and
its corresponding task event, i.e., both pickup and delivery, are
moved to the selected vehicle. Click "save" to confirm the decision.

You can edit depot data by first selecting the map view of the depots and then clicking a depot marker on the map. You can edit:
Locations
Types
Capacities

Modifying a task set

You can edit multiple tasks simultaneously by first selecting a set of tasks from the map view before optimization. Click the left mouse
button anywhere on the map. This activates the group selection functionality. Draw a rectangle over the tasks you wish to modify by
holding down the left mouse button and releasing it when all the tasks are inside the rectangle. After this, sidebar opens automatically.

If you select more tasks that you wanted, you can also exclude
tasks from the task set from the sidebar. At the bottom of the
sidebar all the selected tasks are listed. Click "x" to exclude a task
from the selection.
Once the task set is selected, you can modify the following:
Priority
Activity
Compatibilities
Confirm the changes by clicking save.

ADDING TASKS AND VEHICLES
You can add new vehicles and tasks to the plan by opening the
drop down list next to the settings button on the top right corner
of the user interface. Select "Add a new vehicle" or "Add a new
task".

Adding a vehicle

After selecting "Add a new vehicle" a pop up window appears.
Here you can give the vehicle the following information:
Name
Info - text field for own notes
Type - e.g. "truck", this is used for defining compatibilities
Start location - the default location is in the center of your
current map view
Tip: you can zoom in to the correct location before adding a new
vehicle
End location - the default location is in the center of your
current map view
Capacities - the default capacity is 1
Click "Create" to add the vehicle. Vehicle sidebar opens automatically, where you can define the time windows, work hours and
costs. The default time window is the moment when you create
the vehicle + 8 hours.

Adding a task
After selecting "Add a new task" a pop up window appears. Here
you can give the task the following information:
Name
Additional info - for your own use
Pickup location - the default location is in the center of your
current map view
Pickup time window - the default time window is the moment when you create the task + 2 hours (format: yyyy-mmdd hh:mm:ss)
Delivery location - the default location is in the center of
your current map view
Delivery time window - the default time window is the moment when you create the task + 2 hours (format: yyyy-mmdd hh:mm:ss)
Click "Create" to add the task. Task sidebar opens automatically,
where you can define the priority, capacity, service time and
stopping time. The default capacity is 1.

OPTIMIZATION
Before optimizing, select the maximum vehicle speed and speed coefficient from the Settings, if you have not given them in the input
file. When making a change to the values, a table of effective speeds will appear on the sidebar. It displays the speed of the vehicles in
different speed limit zones.
You can exclude tasks or vehicles from the optimization by holding down "Alt" and clicking the map marker of the task or vehicle you
wish to exclude. The map marker will turn grey to indicate that it is inactive and will not be included in the optimization. Note that this
needs to be done before optimization. In case you have already optimized the routes, but want to exclude certain tasks from the plan,
you can either (1) upload the case again; (2) remove the tasks from a route, save the changes, then make the selection and re-optimize
or (3) clear all routes from the drop down list next to the settings button on the top right corner of the user interface, make the selection and re-optimize.
Re-optimization of the same data can produce the same or similar results but with different details. This is due to the metaheuristic
optimization methods, which in practice tries out a large number of different combinations of loads and routes and measures the results. This is done by using an objective, which targets for efficient and usable plans.
To execute the optimization click the "optimize" button.

The status of the optimization is displayed and the execution can
be stopped if needed.

VISUALIZING OPTIMIZED RESULTS
The results of the optimization can be displayed on the map, whether with straight ("Simplified") or
road ("Actual") lines. This can be chosen via the layers button on the top left corner within the map
view. The layers and the sub-layers buttons additionally enable you to select which markers are displayed and how they are color coded on the map.

The list view of the plan will display the driving lists and various measures for the whole plan and
for the individual vehicles. Click "details" to view the capacity usage and time allocation for vehicle.
The plan summary displays the following measures:
Vehicles used - vehicles used in the plan / vehicles available for the plan
Unplanned tasks - the number of tasks that did not fit into the plan
Planned tasks - the number of tasks served
Cost - the total costs of the plan, calculated from the given values (fixed costs, cost / km and
cost / hour)
Work time used - the total working time in the plan
Driven - the total distance driven in the plan
Interval - the average distance between task locations in the plan
Average highest load - the average highest capacity usages of the maximum loads of the
vehicles
Total capacity served - the amount of goods transported / the amount of goods to be transported (in capacity 1).
Driving with cargo - the part of the working time which is used for driving with cargo
Driving empty - the part of the working time which is used for driving without cargo
Loading - the part of the working time which is used for service time and stopping time
Waiting - the part of the working time which is used for waiting for time windows to open

Viewing individual routes
To view a single route, click the "map" button under the vehicle name in the sidebar after loading a
route (see above for sidebar). To get back to the plan, simply use the back functionality of your
browser.

DOWNLOADING RESULTS AND RE-UPLOADING
The optimization results can be downloaded into an Excel file by
clicking on the "download" button. The file contains the same
Vehicle, Tasks and Depots data sheets as the original upload file
along with the vehicle routes and various KPI's. If the data has
been edited in the app, the edited data is now highlighted in red.
The results can also be downloaded in a zipped file which contains four separate CSV files: schedule, tasks, vehicles and depots.

Please note that this file can uploaded into the application again.
The data can also be edited prior to upload, if needed. This simple
mechanism allows the analysis of different plan scenarios.

Tip: Using a systematic naming of (uploaded and downloaded)
Excel files, you can easily maintain and analyze different scenarios of the same plan.
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